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An heavy influx of news items makes for a full calendar this month, and not
all good news, either. The tension in Lebanon, in-fighting in Gaza, and increased
violence in Iraq have all made news recently. The effect of the Iraqi refugees on
the countries to which they are fleeing – primarily Jordan & Syria – is a cause for
concern there; and they are not always well received by those governments.
If you have received newsletter from a friend, send a note by email to make
sure you get your own!

3 Write me at pkclark@pmbx.net & let me know what you think.
Looking west at the complex
of bays and inlets that form
the twin harbours of Valetta,
Malta; to the north (right),
Marsamrett Harbour and
Grand Harbour to the south.

Malta

Archaeological evidence suggests
that Malta has been inhabited since
Neolithic times. The Mnajdra temples on
the southern coast are evidence of large
scale occupation from this time.
During the thousand years before
Christ the island of Malta was occupied by
the Phoenicians (1000 BC), Carthage (400
BC) and Rome (218 BC). The apostle
Paul was shipwrecked here, though the
bay that bears his name may not be where
he was actually cast
ashore.
Marsalforn
Il-Ramla
After Italy’s decline the Byzantine Romans of Constantinople controlled much of the Mediterranean,
Gharb
gradually ceding their territory to the Arab invasion of the 7th, 8th and 9th centuries. The Arabs
Xhagra
Gozo conquered

Malta in 870, and – in this island nation that does not have a single perennial river –
Rabat
introduced
irrigation systems to enable them to grow citrus fruits and other crops. Some of the
Qala

place
names (Rabat, Gharb, Qala, reflect Arab influence), though the Maltese language is
Mgarr
Gozo
written with the Latin alphabet.
of
Comino During the 11th century the island was conquered by the Normans of Sicily (who
Strait
Malta
Maltese Facts
themselves had come to Normandy from Scandinavia).
of
Pres: Edward Fenech Adami S t r a i t
After the period of the Crusades the Knights of St. John had set up residence in
P.M. - Lawrence Gonzi
Rhodes, and then forced to leave by the Ottoman Turks. They were granted Malta
Population – 404,039
Mellisha Bay
by Charles V of Spain Most of the great defensive systems around Valetta
Area – 1,282 km2
were their response to attacks by the Ottomans. In 1798 the French
St. Paul’s Bay
Mellisha
Il-Prajjet
Currency – Lira

briefly took control of Malta, but offended the citizens by their
(1 MTL = $3 approx)
secular attitude towards religion.
Per Cap. GDP - $19,302
Ghajn
Malta
During World War II the
Tuffieha

perseverance and bravery of the Maltese
Mgarr
people won the recognition of King
Naxxar
Sliema

George
VI, who presented the island as a
Gzira
Mosta
Balzan
Msida
whole with the George Cross, an image of
Valetta
which now appears in the Maltese flag.
Il Furjana

Hamrun

Bormla
Rabat
Malta was granted its independence
Qormi

Upon his arrival in 1798 Napoleon saw
Marsa
in 1964, as part of the CommonMarsaskala
Malta as a strategic base for his ambitions
Zebbug
Luqa

Dingli
Tarxien

International
in the eastern Mediterranean. After obtaining
wealth, but Elizabeth ceased to be

Luqa
Airport

permission to water his shops in Grand Harbour,
Zejtun
‘Queen of Malta’ in 1974 when the
Napoleon turned his guns on Valetta, which

government became a republic.
Mqabba
Marsaxlokk

surrendered. When he left for Egypt he ensured that a
Qrendi
Since
May, 2001, Malta has been the

large enough garrison was stationed in the city. The island
Birzebbuga
almost immediately revolted, however, and when Britain
smallest country in Europe, and will
supported them the French surrendered. Malta became part
Hal Far
adopt the Euro currency in 2008.
Marsaxlokk
of the British Empire in 1814.
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Counter-Reformation in Judaism
The Karaite ‘heresy’ was a long-term challenge for
Rabbinic Judaism. The tradition of debate and argument
within Judaism had been a long one, however, and some
of Rabbinic Judaism’s most respected writers gained
their reputation from their responses to the Karaite
position.
Having been established in 8th century Babylon by
Annan ben David, by the 11th century Jerusalem was a
strong center of the Karaite teaching. This ceased
abruptly at the Crusader conquest, but amongst the
students of the Karaite leader, Jeshua ben Judah, were a
number from Constantinople, and they ensured the
movement’s continuity in the Byzantine capital. The
consequence was that the centers of Karaite activity
moved from Palestine to Cairo and Constantinople, and
eventually included some populations in Lithuania and
other parts of eastern Europe.
Separately, Egypt maintained a strong center of
Karaite teaching in Cairo. This did maintain its links
with Jerusalem, being part of the Islamic Empire. Much
of today’s Karaite community – in Israel and in America
– is descended from the Egyptian Karaites. About 10,000
Karaites live in Israel today, most of them in Ramleh.
A leader of the early Geonim (from gaon, teacher, or
gonim, pl.), was the 10th century Rabbi Saadiah (d.942),
originally from Fayyum, Upper Egypt. He argued
strongly against Karaism; at the age of 23 he wrote a
treatise against its founder, Anan ben David, and moved
permanently to Palestine, eventually becoming Gaon at
Sura while still in his 30s. Besides his defense of
traditional rabbinicism against the Karaite teachings,
Saadiah is renowned for his work on Hebrew grammar,
establishing rules and practices that were crucial for the
development of the language.
In the 12th century we meet three more characters
that argued in
Rabbinicism’s favor
against Karaism. These
were Judah Halevi
(1075-1141), Abraham
ibn Daud (1110-1180),
and Maimonides (11351204).
Halevi wrote his
treatise, the Kuzari, in
part to defend the
Rabbi’s exclusive right
to interpret biblical
revelation. It is in the
A letter written by Judah Halevi format of a dialogue
in 1125, from Toledo, Spain.
between a Khazar king

Annan Ben David was the nephew of the Exilarch in Babylon. When
his uncle died childless, Ben David expected to be awarded the
important position, ruling on Jewish matters across the Muslim world.
However, his younger brother was chosen – probably because Ben
David had not hidden his lack of sympathy for the Talmud. Thereupon,
Ben David moved to Jerusalem and established himself as exilarch of
the dissenters known as Karaites.
Ben David was not the first to take this position, at war with the Oral
Torah. It seems that the remnant of the Sadducees, after the
destruction of the Temple, had maintained the stance against the new
material treated as canonical by the Pharisees. In various comments in
the Talmud they are known as ‘adherents of the text’, and even referred
to as ‘the Karaites’ (Talmud: Pesachim 117a)

and a Jew whom he has asked to teach him about the Jewish
religion. Ibn Daud wrote a historical account of Judaism, in
which the role of the Rabbis in defending and promoting the
oral Torah was central. His ‘chain of traditions’ (Sefer haKabbalah) ties the medieval
Maimonides full title is Rabbi
rabbis firmly into a chain of
Moses bin Maimonides, and, in
transmission and tradition that the Jewish tradition of
abbreviating names by taking
goes back to Moses.
their first syllables, he is also
Maimonides’ argument
well known as ‘the Rambam.’
was from the legal aspect.
Originating from Spain, but teaching in Cairo and then in
Palestine, he asserted the requirement that the Rabbinic sages’
word be accepted as law by the community. (An assertion that
was strengthened by the Exilarch’s position as ultimate arbiter
of Jewish law – under Islam.)
From the 14th century Karaite writings gradually became
more tolerant of their Rabbinic cousins. More serious for
continuity, however, was the increasing dissension in Karaite
ranks with each succeeding generation. When Anan Ben
David’s successor, his son, Saul, amended some of his father’s
dictates his father’s adherents rejected his changes, becoming
known as Ananites.
Synagogue in
Jerba, Tunisia.
Said to be the
oldest Synagogue
in Africa, it is
located in Tunisia,
on the island of
Jerba, in the south
of the country.
The island no
longer has the
Jewish population
it once had, but the
village of Riadh, where the synagogue is located, still has a
population of about 700 Jews living there. The current building
dates from about 1920, but the site is said to date back to 586
BC, the time of the Babylonian captivity. Jews from all over
North Africa come to visit on the Passover festival, with
tributes dedicated to the Talmudic scholar, Shimon bar Yashai.
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Christian Zionism: Identity-No Shortcuts

In medieval times, as Arab traders traversed the
It seems that there are but two basic positions possible,
Silk Road eastwards as far as China, they ran the risk of
as Christians interested in the prophetic Israel. One of these
being robbed. However, if they had a contact person at
is to have our focus on the goal, and allow that to guide our
the destination point they could carry a promissory note
actions, conclusions, decisions, and energies. This could
from Arabia, which would be good for cash at their
mean that when we are given the choice of two different
destination. These contacts – financiers at both ends of
politicians - one who expresses the intention to act (for which
the journey – allowed money to be transferred between
politician ever followed through 100% on their words?) in a
two parties, without actually having to be transported.
way that resonates with our view of prophecy, and one whose
Today, a Somali refugee in Wembley, London, can
concerns relate more to the day by day existence of the
provide his family back in Mogadishu, with muchpeople – we would tend to lean towards the ‘prophetic’.
needed cash in their desperate situation. No money
At one extreme – depending on whether your prime
needs to be transported, in this instance, since the broker
interest is religious, geographical, racial, or social – this may
in Wembley has a colleague in Mogadishu, who already
mean preparing to vote for a candidate who…
has the necessary cash. The developing debt between
 refuses to relinquish territory currently controlled by Israel
these two brokers, who may well be family, eventually
 wants to extend Israeli control to include trans-Jordan
needs to be settled, but with multiple transactions
 proposes to expel all Arabs from the West Bank & Gaza
between different countries (not just Somalia and the
 refuses to allow expatriate Israeli Arabs with Western
UK) the amount that will need to be transferred will be
passports to return to Israel
substantially less than the sum of the individual
 proposes to change the status of the West Bank from
remittances.
‘occupied territory’ under military rule, to Israel proper
The two major advantages of this system of money
 refuses to allow citizenship to Christian Jews
transfer, known as Hawala, are 1. the avoidance of
…though a number of these could be accused of being
actually transferring the money from one place to
more like flashpoint issues than day to day concerns, they are
another, 2. the ease in which money could be obtained in
‘solutions’ that have been proposed in the past.
the local currency, and 3. the avoidance of transfer
charges imposed by banks or other formal financial
The second approach would, then, be to have our focus
institutions. Historically the first two reasons had
not on the goal but on the present issues. This might be the
priority, but gradually the development of
approach of someone who, when we asked
Whose Task Is It? (e-News 79) answered
international banking systems have seen
question 2 with, “Let go and let God” in
financial charges increase, while hawala
regards to whether it was necessary to strive
has remained stable.
to accomplish the prophetic state, or not.
Hawala depends upon trust between
This approach may well choose to put social
the brokers, known as hawaladhar, and is
issues at the fore, or religious revival, or
usually found in countries which maintain
even – with this month’s revelations about
strong clan or tribal relationships. These
senior politicians and military leaders in
relationships provide security for the
mind – ethical integrity.
persons making the transfer, but also for
the hawaladhar, who can, within the clan
structure, be sure of the identity of the
recipient.
Hawala, however, has caused
concern to international regulators,
having drawn suspicion of involvement in
money laundering. After 2001 some
companies had their assets seized, though
A Hawaladhar in Kabul
it was later found that hawala was not
implicated in the financial transactions involved in that
Next Issue: Geography (“No, not more maps! Please…”)
act of terrorism. Where hawala may be more significant
is in the money transfer involved in international drug
dealing, particularly to countries with weak
infrastructure, such as Afghanistan.
Contact information: p k c l a r k @ p m b x . n e t
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Govt. bombs civilians in Darfur Fighting in S, 2 killed
Ceasefire negotiated
Sudan
UN troops accused of assaults Morocco arrests 26 in Islamist cell
New currency introduced-1 pound replaces 100 dinars

Somalia
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1000+ die in epidemic in south
Plane hijacked, lands in Chad
Sudan fails to obtain AU presidency
Bombing raids kill 21 in Darfur UN workers sexually assaulted by rebels

2 Ethiopians killed by gunman
Protests against Ethiopia
Warlords fight outside presidential villa
2 mortars hit presidential palace
US plane bombs Al Qaeda base in South AU tries to provide troops
Speaker of parliament ejected by vote Eth. troops raid Mogadishu Islamists Rockets fired at Mogadishu police station
USA ships block Islamists escape US air strike kills 10 Al Qaeda figures-3 escape
Islamists
Warlords & militas return to Mogadishu
Some Ethiopian air strikes hit nomads, killing 70
Kenya arrests, returns 34 Islamists 2 assassinated in Mogadishu

4,000 Deaths in 2006, 170
peacekeepers killed

Pakistan

Grenade kills 1 in Indian Kashmir
Explosion at Afghan Army kills 20 Al Qaeda in S Wazir air strike
Car bomb Islamabad suicide bombs - 1/26 (2 die), on 1/28 (0)
refugee camp kills 2
in NWFP
Proposal for autonomy from separatist group
Govt. to close 4 refugee camps nr border
Peshawar suicide bomb kills 15
Strike on Taliban crossing 30 Taliban killed, 1 UK At Pak. border 3 arrested w/ explosives in car
Taliban capture police chief
Afghan lawmaker shot dead
Roadside bomb kills
Afghan.
from Pakistan, 130 killed
2 women & 2 children
Infiltration from Pakistan
Taliban spokesman arrested
Suicide bomb kills 10 nr NATO base
has surged recently
16 Taliban killed in Garmser
15 Taliban killed in Helmand
Roadside bomb kills 3 Afg. soldiers
Air strike kills snr Taliban leader
Yemen: flooding kills 7+, 2000 homeless
Yemen Al Qaeda fugitive killed in shoot-out
Arabia
Red Crescent plane crashes, 3 killed Al Houthi rebels kill 12 on 1/27 & 1/31
Assassination attempt
Rescue of 8 abducted
4 US killed in Nineveh prov. Muqtada group ends parliament boycott 2 s-bombs kill 13 in Baghdad
Iraq 2 US killed in Diyala
on Baghdad police chief
10-day Shia Ashura festival begins
2 militant leaders captured
Car bomb kills 6 in Sadr City
Air strike kills 14 insurgents in Diyala prov.
US Deaths: US troops attacked from
Baghdad:71 bodies found
3/30: 2,317 Sunni politician’s office,
Battle w/militants in Balad Ruz
Car bomb kills 70 nr university 7 US killed in Anbar prov. Bird guide published 7 US killed by roadside bombs in 3 days
5/31: 2,459 6 insurgents killed
Raid on bomb-makers, 4 killed Rumors of raids on Sunni pilgrims
Sadr City bomb kills 15
Baghdad bus bomb kills 6 Baghdad car bomb kills 18
Bombs kill 40 Shia in 3 towns
7/31: 2,578
Iraqi soldier killed in
Car bomb in Hilla kills 2 incite attack on Shia, 11 killed
Kirkuk suicide bomb kills 10 police
Baquba s-bomb kills 14
Ramadi INC leader kidnapped/killed
fight with US marine
8/31: 2,626
82 arrested in Yusufiya US to send 21,500 extra troops
9/30: 2,700
US troops raid Kurd camp nr border Baghdad 2-car bombing kills 88 ‘Chemical Ali’ admits 3 Uni professors killed
Family kidnapped in Madaen
10/31: 2,806
Car bomb in Hilla kills 2
US raids Iranian office in Erbil, 5 held
US to reopen 10 factories
Joint operation nets 93 in Diyala clearing Kurd villages 210/342 insurgents
Shia family killed
11/15: 2,858
5 US killed in 3 incidents
Baghdad:47 bodies found in 2 day period 6 car bombs in Baghdad, 19 killed 17 Palestinians abducted Kirkuk: 2 bombs kill 16 killed/held in 2 days
in Sunni Yathrib
12/15: 2,942
12/31: 3,000
Kirkuk: 2 constr. workers killed
23 detained in Ramadi As Sadr meets with Sistani
263 followers + cult ‘Mahdi’ killed in
Wedding convoy hit in Mosul, 3 die Mortars kill 6 in Suwayra
1/15: 3,006
Najaf battle, ‘copter crash kills 2 US
Smarra Sheikh abducted
47 insurgents held in Fallujah
Mortars hit Amil
Sunni preacher shot dead
Mosul clash-5 police killed
1/31: 3,073
suburb, 5 killed
Baghdad: 2 car bombs kill 15 in market
Shia work bus attacked, 4 killed
Mosul:11 killed in 5 incidents
Death squad leader captured Tel Afar: 2 teachers killed
Govt. begins to act, against Shia militias Baghdad kidnap Ramadi suicide bomb kills 2 police
Mortars on girls’ school kill 5
Baghdad: 129 insurgents
Basra mortars injure 6 UK Haifa Street operation by US/Iraq
400 arrested 1/18-21. 500+ Palestinians cell captured
Grenade hits Shia mosque, 5 die
Bad weather plane crash, 60 dead held in multiple raids
fleeing Iraq are stranded on Syrian
Karbala
raid:
5
US
die
Min./Ed.
attacked,
guard
killed
Mortars in SE
Gulf states support
Ramadi truck bomb kills 16
Najaf
council
grants
land
to
refugees
border. About 1½ million Iraqis are
‘Copter crash, 13 killed
Bomber recruiter held in Mosul
Baghdad kill 4
US troop buildup
IDPs, 2 million have fled abroad
4-day assault on insurgents-130+ dead
Syria condemns attacks on US troops Mosul: s-bomber kills 1 in Shia mosque
(Syria/Jordan)
6 PKK fighters killed in 4 days to 1/16
Armenian news editor killed
46 Qaeda suspects arrested
Turkey
100 Malaysian troops arrive to join UNIFIL II 2-day demonstration at Finance Ministry
Strikers block Beirut roads/streets, opposition call off strike after 24 hrs
Opposition calls
Lebanon
for general strike
Tension, sectarian clashes increase, esp. after general strike. Snipers
Clashes-100s Sunni/Shia Clashes at Arab Uni. 4 killed
on buildings, sectarian road blocks. Paris aid conference offers $7.6bn
hurt, 3 killed
Curfew imposed in Beirut
Increased action against
cross-border inflitration

Jordan
Israel

Al Qaeda suspect killed, 1 arrested in Irbid
King wants to develop nuclear power program
UN report criticises torture
Economy etc. struggles to cope with Iraqi influx
Rocket fired from Gaza, no damage
Gen. Halutz resigns
Pres. Katsav denies assault charges Suicide bomb in Eilat kills 3
Olmert aide, tax commissioner arrested for tax fraud
Navy boat fires on Palestinian fishing boat
New WB plans postponed
1 shot dead, 2 held at Gaza border US inquiry into Israeli use of
4 killed in Ramallah arrest raid by IDF
US-supplied cluster bombs
PM Olmert in fraud investigation
Militant killed in Tulkarm raid
Bedouin homes C.Rice meets w/ FM
Militant arrested in Tulkarm
Nov.26 ceasefire is tenuous
demolished in Lipni: discuss Pal. state
but holding.
Militant
shot
dead
in
Nablus
Peres
possible
to
replace
Katsav Ex-Justice minister
Ehud Barak campaigns Negev desert
w/ temporary borders
convicted of indecency
Report: 660 Pal’s killed by IDF
for head of Labour
Israel transfers $100m to Abbas
on Barrier route
in 2006 (three times 2005 total)

WB &
Gaza

Militants bomb empty resort
PM Haniyeh calls for calm
Fatah
AFP photographer
& Hamas supporters
kidnapped
clash
3 killed in factional fighting
Workers end 3-month strike for wages
Militant group
3 French seized in Gaza, released after 2 hrs Hamas/Fatah truce begins
Abbas/Hamas in new talks on unity govt. threatens more
Fateh militant killed in Gaza 1000s attend Fateh rally in Gaza
abductions
Roadside bomb hits Hamas squad Hamas militant killed
Hamas/Fatah fighting
5 killed in Hamas/Fateh attacks AFP photographer freed Hamas rally, Dahlan condemned by speakers
Abbas meets w/
takes 30 lives between
16 killed in Hamas/Fatah violence Fatah militant wounded
Hamas policeman killed by Fateh gunmen Fatah rally in Ramallah
Gunmen storm UN office, are
Hamas’ Meshal
Jan 25-29. Truce fails &
arrested by Hamas security
2 killed nr Gaza Islamic Uni.
Hamas militants attack police chief home, kill family
in Damascus
fierce clashes/bombing
2 shot near Gaza bordererupt.
ME Quartet to
Al Arabiya TV
Saudi to host Hamas/
Cleric killed after condemning fighting
killed by own explosives
meet Feb 2nd
Fatah talks in Mecca
bombed in Gaza
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